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Swtor rage juggernaut build

Tables on this page were created using the opt-up script created by Bant Ar Goblin_Lackey f. The data was counted to give maximum theoretical DPS/HPS/DTPS for each discipline, however you depend on your game style or what content you want to encounter in SWTOR. Each table has you handling a full set of custom gear. ای نپرایترپ  ای  �فاضا  یا =  رامش  دادعا و  ٹالس  نیرت�ب  �درک  زیوجت   A = یک �جرد  یلعا 
یتاھڑب 45 _  C = رامش دادعا و  �ک  طبض  مظن و  ( 41 لٹسرک +(  گنر  یک _ _  �جرد  یلعا   DPS ٹون گنکنیر  : DPS �� ضرف  رئیگ  یدنب  �جرد  ٹالس 242  ںیم  نیرت�ب  گنکنیر  . The best slot gear suggested &amp; items set bonus unknown-please send us an email in admin@torcommunity.com . Unknown to the suggested PvE utility-please email us in admin@torcommunity.com . Unknown-please email us on
admin@torcommunity.com one! The proposed PVP utility is unknown-please email us in admin@torcommunity.com! The Rage Is A Hit &gt; Anger Strike &gt; Metna &gt; Fuller &gt; Sondrang Attack &gt; Force Krosrang Blast &gt; Anger Strike &gt; Metna &gt; Revenge Action &gt; Force Scream &gt; Exiting Screamfaller: Revenge Action (100%/0%)/Satan Throw (0%/100 lbs) Minor Rotation: Important
Rotation: 12 Gkdscommants: Top Inactive almost completely for this discipline There is a positive nature of the surrounding anger which has no chance of using excessive tricks. No change in rotation, it is only a short time to complete. New hard-running utility provides the exit with an dot that does more damage than the pipeline. 30% more than the day) If reduced by, then change it with the ply.
References: Lokigoonsalsinger has no advanced strategy yet written for this guide. If you want to write this section, please email us at admin@torcommunity.com . Thanks! Anger is the DPS report of the livernet burst. It has very much harmful single target capabilities, few points, and is very effective in comparison with target exchange. In this way, it is the preferred report for use in PVP (although this role is
not specifically discussed in this guide) and is preferred in the face of any operation with many additions and target exchanges (for example, fear castle operations). Compared to revenge, anger is usually less sustainable DPS although the story mode and experimental mode is still viable for all competitors in operation. As a burst DPS report, angry players ideally need target exchange or short burst DPS
windows that need to be seen for any role. For example, anger would be ideally appropriate to deal with dps'ing dasmantlars or increase in the daxus HM. Angry players enjoy the cast immediately on all the abilities so their rotation is 100 lbs mobile. As a livernet skill, players also have the ability to attack a jump (a second jump available via download and utility), recommending a friendly player (which is a
disadvantage And provides the effects of risk reduction also), the crazy dash space that can be close Cheese mechanics, a clean (by utility), limited but stottonal powerful self-healing ability when 70 lbs of health, and a single target to be identified. Anger also has an extra low range jump in the mating compared to other liver-groups, giving them even better mobility. Anger applies to a coach, Deboof, but
otherwise other players don't. The angry liverette does not have CC or print leather. In 6.0, Anger got some interesting bifs and play style style through new set bonuses and syrian options. The discipline does not benefit them as much as revenge, so there are relatively early projections that it will be less preferred dramatic in PVE in terms of DPS. That said, the strong burst of discipline will continue to
provide DPS and should be stoco via the addition of a dot-in-the-sand with proper gear. Anger is directly through the skills and utility of the liver and gain the benefits of reducing damage, wearing heavy coaches, and have many strong defensive cool down as a result of their off-tank nature. They can also potentially make cheese mechanics with crazy dash. In this way, the average servo balati above them
are usually, although killers provide better servo ability in the tank's role in the short term due to their high-couldon. I usually take some combination of the following utilities, although the maximum collection may change from battle to battle. As 6.0, the levels have gone again. You must take 3 to the advanced Masterful. The deadly replacement-non-distant area produces another two focus of impact
damage. This effect cannot be more than once every second. It is the only essential utility in the viable tree, with the second choice of position between the crab, the warmanger, or the way Carver. SWTOR has some damage components facing each operation, so this utility basically offers free attention and should always be taken. When you are stiff, you are angry, you are not able to sleep, or you give a
hand to the surroundings. This utility is positioned to fight with the effects of many physics. On a fight like the Underlocker, this utility effectively generates unlimited attention which promotes severe disentry by turning on the overuse of fillers. Know how this utility has benefited and only take these conditions, such as either Warmanger (movement) or Route Carver (ADPS) would normally be a better choice.
The attack on The Warmanger reduces the active Kovaldoon by 1 second. This effect cannot be more than once every 1.5 seconds. ریغو� ااٹسیب ،  ینار ،  تھچ  سوشکارد ،  رپ ،  روط  �ک  لاثم   ) �� یتو�  ترورض  یک  کیرحت  ںا�ج  روا  ںو�  ناکما  اک  �نرک  دقعنم  ورگگا  اتقوف  اتقو  ںیم  �ک   �� اتو�  �فاضا  ںیم  سج  ںو�  اترک  لماش  ںیم  یئاڑل  یھب  یسک  وک  تیدافا  سا  ںیم  ). Improved animation : More updates on targets : More DPS.
The way the Carver-wide slash has a 25% higher loss. If a worm or a warmanger does not provide any benefit, I will occasionally take this utility. That said, all three livernet articles have relatively strong DPS so I think Often some very specific battles don't need to be out (for example, roof queen experience mode). The sound wall threatener protects all other allies within their range, except for the sound
wall, which absorbs a moderate amount of damage. Lasts 10 seconds. This utility leaves a low-risk skin of the liver tank or dPS risk. It should only be taken on the fight with the potential loss where the majority of the team may be close to each other (for example, the fear-burning phase in the Council). Mineral hate-whenever your movement is visually affected, you get a 10 lbs loss bonus on your next
potential which uses anger. This effect can hold up to 5 times and lasts up to 15 seconds. I find this utility useful on similar battles, such as the Underlourkar in the experimental mode, where it offers a tremendous lysing. It should always take place in such situations, although overall this condition is the position due to the effect being exceptional. You must take between a brave and Masterful 6.- to reduce
the goals of chronic discipline to 60 lbs to 10 seconds. For the areas of revenge and anger, breaking and separating the cana-per-slam have damaged the targets that are to reach 45 seconds. The goals of the past have reduced their coach rating by 20%. There is an essential utility for the livernet which is why Coach Diboff is but should never be taken out of THE PVP for the Livernet tank. Incredible-
Force Charge Grant is incredible, to stimulate the umpiring effects and effects that push or pull you around 4 seconds. A highly positioned utility that is more useful in PVP, there are a very few selected situations where it is useful in PVE. The most notable example is the master &amp; blaster experience in the Ravigars operation, where the command of the battlefield and the battlefield can trigger its own
Concocobacattack attack through this utility. For strict defense-revenge and anger, the damage to the impact of all the area is reduced by 60 lbs to 15 seconds. Permanently, the damage is reduced by 30 lbs when all damage is done. This utility is essential for revenge or angry players because it leaves your threat incredibly powerful defensively. For the sustainable tank, it is only the ultimate position for
battles with the critical holding capability (for example, the captain of the pirates in the Ravigars operation). When active, anger removes all the clinical effects. A position but often useful utility, is an important source whenever you don't clean yourself. Note that this is usually just the case with very difficult approaches or status effects, or a shot mechanics (for example, the death mark in the experienced
mode fear council). Otherwise, I will not normally take this utility in exchange for emotion (the defense can be used to heal through a point). The emotion reduces the defense's couldwin by 30 seconds. The defense is a very powerful self-healing and will be a 25% less often You can get 3 uses for fighting instead of 2. I almost always take this utility. Battle Lava-Force Charge enables you to throw the next
devil or to be used against a target with any percentage of health. Lasts for 15 seconds. I find this utility helpful to add more disexposure through the maximum use of my operational capability. That said, it only adds significant value to the battles where you will be able to jump from time to time, where there are multiple owners, or the owners are the stages of migration or movement. It's surrounded by the
majority of the fight and I find it useful. In battles where there is basically no movement and no use of force charge out of the initial pull, I can't take this utility and take the sound to push an early use of power as a more powerful filter. The presence of the threat eliminates The Force Charge Force On The Force' Laat. In addition, the patience reflection lasts up to 2 seconds and creates high risk for tanks. I
almost always take the lead to improve the utility of the sabar. The Kovaldoon reset on interference is also extremely useful for certain battles such as Iax. On Iax Phase 3 (Interrupt stage), two-factor can handle most of the most basic of the being only to take the enteropath 3 direct intropitus (interrupt ingy-interrupting-&gt; (dance beyond the limit of the mile)&gt; Rico expands which screams up to 30
meters in the force's range, but the force scream minimized the damage beyond 10 meters. In addition, the power push allows you to deal with the full damage, regardless of distance from the next force target, to increase the deal. In promoting the power of this utility it makes a high priority fuller and could increase overall minimum intake. He said, I usually can't take this utility to any fight where I'm patient
to promote my DPS and/or reduce substantial damage. Using Battle Cry does force charge or combat your next force to deal with 5% more damage and generate a focus instead of 1 4 anger. The meta and force scream is the same cologne, so it is important to make sure that The meta is able to deal with more damage to the power and to protect the anger. The passive attack, The Sondrang attack, satanic
slash, wide slash, revenge action, force scream, satanthrowing, this inactive basically explains that if you don't follow a set of rotations, anger can become very confusing. Because of the different cooldon sofas based on this utility, it becomes important to follow the system of preference to use its ability to understand very well if you do not follow a particular rotation. Charge the force over and matting your
next break or hit the trigger used within an automatic key hit. This inactive thing ensures that you should use the mating on the kovaldoon so that each one is an automatic crash or break. These (As well as The Force Scream) is the same as the Kovaldoon which facilitates its use. After working the damage with the power-break or the hit-and-run, the damage was dealt by 5 lbs for 6 seconds. This effect
cannot be more than every 8 seconds. The associated burst has the second most damage potential in the primary damage and should be regular (1) an auto-crash from being able to get on; And (2) use no anger due to a shockwave, and such as considering this inactive is your most powerful ability when considering it. That way, it's the start of your burst and your next 4 biggest hitting abilities should be
followed. A shockwave-splitting and force-splitting grant increases the damage to your next break or damage by 15%, and your next break or growing burst no anger. In addition, the cord of the rasana is reduced to 15 seconds, and the cord produces 6 additional anger sms in 6 seconds. It disables the boffs and enables it to be a round-off GCD capability. Due to the skin breaking or the split, it also needs to
spread the use of the rope and force to crush so that each skin is used. Thus, the resin is usually part of the beginning of each rotation and power which is used in the middle, each is used before the explosion. The angry power-hungry strike enables the repost and beats down its target for 45 seconds. The Mail defeated the targets that were 5% more damaged. This applies to inactive targets of the deboof
and should be applied in general, possibly in the opener or when switching targets. Angry Force Crush Grant Angry Anger, No Anger Of Your Next Meeting or Anger Strike. It is inactive that you should use the power to crush the oven and then take priority over the anger strike (5 anger) to remove the value of anger caused by it. Please 6. See my ready guide for a detailed review of the preparation in
SWTOR in x. For the anger liver, I prepare as the following gear: Set bonus: Fairlisttakal's source: Coutiraid Korunarimodus: Insane Lyseralex: Destructive Revenge &amp; Badi Plassier (Serial Attack &amp; Revenge focused only for the daxon: Provacanta-Darnal: Critical (attack for the daxon only): Accuracy: 1,585-1,630 (anything beyond this estimated limit and I generally try to improve by increasing and
exchanging around excel again) 1.895 w/gold for 1.3 s gcd (&gt; 1,213 w/o gold-bird for 1.4 s GCD) Critical: All remaining third points go to CriticalShield: Insecure: (2) s 2% efficiency (4) whenever you have or have an angry power capacity , your loss is increasing to 10% to 10 seconds. (6) The damage case has a 10% chance for building an angry power capacity charge. Every 5 seconds can only happen
once. Analysis: Only one set bonus that is settled in more than one advanced classes, the following Just be fearless for all the liverette and marwar DPS articles. Due to lack of control of anger, the less prominently leads to it as much as the time he said, the 4-piece bonus (along with the occasional being of 6 piece set bonuses) is still less intense than the dot-shit Having an extra tick point is helpful to
have a maximum of 6 pieces of the power of anger after being the co-worker's co-worker. Effect on rotation: Make sure to use anger power every 10 seconds to keep the skin active. Use additional charges to monitor your charge generation and avoid the caping, but always save 1 charge to refresh the leather. Try to use the power of anger to be as much as possible as it is your most damaging potential. If
additional pots are available for more frequent burns than every 10s (10 lbs to maintain the skin of damage), the next priority should be the split. When to take: All the circumstances. The unafraid ness is easily the bus set bonus for all Sith Yudaka articles. The rate of the co-operation from the co-operation to the co-operation. (Please note that the Coutiade Is a practical item that the Cornery Anger
Marvadar intends to manage.) It is very almost a mirror for management because they share many skills, and its strategy appears to work for both subjects such as. Anger strike causes its targets to burn. Analysis: It provides management with a point. According to tooltips, it has a duration of 6 GCD/9 seconds, so the rotation should be full-time. Effect on rotation: No change. The anger on The Kowaldoon
should be used as the most damaging potential for anger without strike, so his Syrian just makes the strongest potential. When to take: All the conditions until the Syrian anger does not work. Drop rate from the pressres of the joiner. The cost of the force involved in the operation is stressed by the pressure of the joiner in the crush, which has increased your loss by 20 lbs to 10 seconds. Analysis: This
Syrian coutirid is less strong than the cornerbutbut but still provides a useful loss leather. The duration of the leather is slightly higher than 6 GCDs/9 seconds, such as the leather can activate its use of the skilled time 2-split. Impact on rotation: The force push in the opener should be used as the first ability for the pressure of the co-worker and then the force of anger should be activated to open up the 20 lb
leather damage during the first part of the opener. After that, it should be used in the 6th GCD of the second rotation (i.e., in the discussion rotation below, it should change the pipeline). Depending on the energy level, either the retaliator or the pymal can be used in the previous GCD. Using force push in this fashion should maximize the pressure of the co-operative to apply to a full 6 GCD rotation cycle
due to the leather of the DPS and Leather leather to each other Burst. When to take: The Cootriad Corner works for Syrian anger, or stoatonal on the fight with heavy burning stages. For example, being able to control 10 lbs DPS leather can be useful for helping to clear the chain-tightening expression on the STRIC HM/NiM collision. The second amolytancread drop rate of the Sun from the flashpoint. The
return of revenge action is a focus and anger strike ends The Kovaldoon. Analysis: Its strategy is not recommended. When an additional use of anger strike is potentially too powerful, the maximum use of this strategy will be extremely distracting in the rotation and will potentially lead to delays in the use of other key capabilities. In addition, the extra anger strike will be less powerful if the same boffs won't
get. However, it can prove to be very useful in PVP where fixed rotation is impossible. Effect on rotation: This will practically hinder the circulation for the angry liver. Maximum use will cause a real potential in anger, which causes it at times or has another significant potential of delay. Because of its high anger price, energy management will be more difficult than fixed rotation. In PVP, these problems will be
very minimal and a massive explosion &gt; angry strike &gt; Meta &gt; Revenge Action &gt; Angry Strike 5-Transfer Rotation will be very hard hit. When to take: PVE content is not recommended. The operation is to unknow the rate of the ancient tatancresad drop. Force crush makes an angry power capacity charge. Analysis: Force is used regularly in the rotation but has a longer cologne than maximum
capabilities, so the increase in damage per GCD is less. This is not his strategy. Impact on rotation: Any change will not be necessary as the power on the kovaldoon is crushed. The additional charge of anger power on the meta should be used normally. When to take: Not recommended in any material. Anger consists of the skill of the livernet control, either a weapon or force type attack is a matter of
energy/kinetic damage. There is a point in the control of the control. When considering the potential stake based on the combination of damage, the majority of the casualties are handled by the ability to attack the type of weapons, including the ability to fight, retaliate and the ability to fight, including increasing explosion, force-splitting and force-screaming. All this capabilities dell connective/energy loss,
coach intervention provides the most DPS enhancement. Weapons skills are second but should provide around 4/5 advantage. Force-sensitive (bifs-force-type attacks) will then provide very small bofs for the distance intensity DPS. If you are trying to seinthe a range of awesome sets of gear between DPS articles, the weapon skills are likely the best option because it promotes either the best for almost all
articles or usually the second best DPS. Anger uses the new-all capacity charges in power 6.0 and applies to the power pot you anger. Each stock moves your next straight one Mailis attack by 25% and you deal with these attacks whenever used. 1 capacity charge every 30 seconds. اک ڈنکیس   30 ر� ~  ای  ناصقن   ٪ 100  + �� اتکس  اج  ایک  لامعتسا  ںیم  �نرام  وک  تیحالص  یک  یراھب  وک  پآ  �ی  نوودلووک ،  �ناحراج  این  کیا 
.ناصقن 3 کٹ�نئاک  یئا�  �دوس  ٹھپ  لعتشم  % 25 ناصقن +  ںیم  تیحالص  یک  کیا  ںی�  �ترک  لامعتسا   Is a 12s Kovaldoon before the cost of anger and the snout. A shockwave by the inactive by the shock burst or force crush is 15% more damage and free. It is also by an automated way to be the main hit by the Mt. By The Boofed Inactive. In the end it has damaged all other capacity by 5% through the power-inactive
capacity. Because of the sering power leather, it always starts to block every rotation to ensure the anger strikes and the matting are steamed. Target and moderate Connectican target for damage within 5m and hit 8 enemies to break. The Stoons weaken ed and standard enemies for two seconds. 3 Is a 12s Kovaldoon before the cost of anger and the snout. A potential that is all the same as the Boffad
burst, so under any circumstances it can be substituted for it. Anger strike-related to the loss of extreme weapons. 5 is a 9s Kovaldoon before the expense and the snout. The most harmful potential for anger is to ensure that it is always sown through the power of the sling. The meta-is related to the loss of minerals and high weapons on a target and affects the target. Can be used during the ummo-a-day. 2
is a 12s Kovaldoon before the cost of anger and the snout. The next hit is an automatic major hit, thus it should be used to make rotitonal. Force-slow-to-target 50 lbs to 5 lbs movement over 3 seconds and less connective damage is related every second. At the end of the period, the target takes additional moderate connective damage. 3 Is an 18s Kovaldoon before the cost of anger and the snout. This
ability does not deal with a large amount of damage on its own but is important to support the anger-driven rotation through inactive anger that frees up the next meta-or-angry strike. It also procusa a shockwave as the rope. This way every rotation block must be done by either removing or by force-crush, or and the rotation will fall apart in addition to energy management. The rasana-6 creates anger. Off-
GCD capacity. 45 Second Kovaldoon. The resin is very useful for anger caused by a shockwave inactive, which causes it to increase the damage of the next growing burst by 15 lbs and makes it free, and also generates 6 additional energy in 6 seconds. The ability to rotate in it is key. Because of its coovaldoon, it can be used to crack every other barrier and to leather the teaching blocks of every other
rotation. Force scream-moderate connective damage. 10m range. 4 Is a 12s Kovaldoon before the cost of anger and the snout. High damage potential that should be used on the kovaldoon. Revenge action--moderate weapon damage. You can't miss the pared, the dagad or the miss. Defend against only one or the mail Can be used later Or remember the pared-up double-double after one of your mail
attacks. 2 Is a 6s Kovaldoon before the price of anger and the oven. A useful fuller damage potential. Relating to the loss of the ultimate weapon. High damage and free-flow. It should be used to block every other rotation in a fuller slot. Devil throw-high weapons for damage and target movement speed of 50 lbs for 3 seconds. Normally only on targets or below the maximum health of 30 lbs of useable. 3 Is
a 10s Kovaldoon before the cost of anger and the snout. When it procexes high-damage fuller, it should be used in a fuller place. The Sondrang attack causes moderate weapon damage, 5 anger, and the goal to become a loser (20 lb. coach for 45 seconds). The ability to build important energy, often potentially (1) delay ingin ability to use on the kovaldoon, or (2) the energy of the caping. The force is
preventing moderate energy loss and this target is several meters long and has them to stoon. Force push immediately eliminates The Kovaldoon on the Force Jump. No energy costs. 10m range. A low priority fuller with a long covaldoon. The force is only as much as a filter to change the use of slash when taking the expansion utility of the bush. The patience-throwing-moderate damage and 3 generate
attention. 30m range. A capacity and ability to generate energy. Use when needed as a fuller. If the exchange targets and the attack on Sondrang is on The Kovaldoon, then it is best to apply the pistode Deboff to the goal coach before using the sabar or the snout. The force is in charge of targeting and less damage related. Minerals target for 2 seconds and its current action intreropes. 4 makes anger. The
core cannot be used against enemies. 10-30m range. Used for movement and to include other interferences. For the loss of fewer weapons in front of you, remove 8 enemies in 5 meters from the wide slash. You use the spammable ability, only under the circumstances. Attack produces less weapon damage and 2 anger. Your basic fuller, only use when you are low on energy and need it for capabilities.
You should not normally use this discipline often. Satanic slash-moderate weapon damage. Your spammable fuller, you should use to spend extra energy but otherwise takes down the priority. کیا سکورپ  �ئل ،  �ک  �نرک  دنب  یگارنادکگ  �ئل  �ک  �نموھگ  - اگ �ڑپ  انرک  انماس  اک  توق  یلاو  �نو�  رایت  �س  �ل�پ  �نپا  �ئل  �ک  �نانب  تقاط  سوواروفٹا�  م�ا  �س  �قیرط  راک  دوخ  وک  سکورپ  روا   ، �� اتانب  �صغ  بیرق ،  قرف  - جراچ سروف 
shockwave یھب ناصقن ،  �فاضا  دصیف  �دوس 15  روا  �نانب  تفم  ٹھپ  لعتشم   regen 6 لگا� فرط 5 % یک  نرھج  سکورپ  تقاط  �ئل  �ک  �ناھڑب  ناصقن  �س  فرط  یک  یھب  ناصقن , % 15 لیڈ +  روا  ٹارک ،  راکدوخ  کیا  دازآ ،  �ئ�اچ  اناج  ٹھپ  یئو�  یتھڑب  �س  ٹھپ  �ک  گناگارسدکگ  �لگا 4  رپ  s/4 اتید انب  تیحالص  یک  بایتسد  وک  لمع  �ک  پآ  تیدافا  کیا  رگا  داففوب , �س  فرط  یک  ٹھپ  لعتشم  با  تیحالص , یک  ناصقن  رپوا  �س  بس  لاتڑ�  سوواروفسدکگ 

م�ارف �س  فرط  یک  یئاورراک  یماقتنا  ںیم  تروص  یرسود   ، �� اتکس  اج  ایک  لامعتسا  ںیم  رنپوا  �ی  وت   ، ��  The next mini cycle is an auto-cart, so the pro-proge is used here, to promote the Prox War/Force call to fight to reduce the price. Force scream-fuller, force scream is very cheap and the fight from The Metna has damaged the increase in the fighting. Force-crushed-the next mini cycle is used here for a
shockwave, so using it here we can crush the alternative power &gt; so every growing burst is a sofa, plus no anger in the prox anger. 15 ٹارک + ،  وٹآ   ، �� تفم  تیحالص  حرط ،  یک   1  # لکیئاس ینم  - ٹھپ عقوتم  ریغ   ٪ dmg تقاط نرھج  سکورپ  روا  . Like anger strike, like a mini #1 cycle, even the anger strike is free here because of the anger caused by the anger of the victim. Since You #1 couldn't open with the
rope, so here's the need to create anger. Like the mattana-mini-cycle #1Retaliation-useful fuller, this ability is pushed to a slot due to the need for timely anger. Paymali-free fuller resin of Gukdrang... Continue the discussion on the bottom. The key to the first to rotate the circulatory is to understand a shockwave inactive ability. Above, the Rope and Force Crush Grant increases the damage to your next
break or damage by 15% by breaking or increasing, and your next break or growing burst no anger. Maximum rotation depends on every use of break or burst free. When it is complete, any use of basic attacks is necessary to maintain energy. If this goal is not fulfilled, energy management will be very difficult, critical capabilities will be delayed, and the evacuation will bear significant reduction. The second
key to anger liver attack is the balance of power and use of the rope so every use of break or burst is sealed by a shockwave inactive and thus free to use. Force crush is an 18s covaldoon that breaks down 12 GCDs. It is believed that the coldon should have 6 GCDs to crush after the inactive colduoon deficiency applied by the inactive, this means that the force-money is applied by every other suspected
burst or break The rasana has a 45 second covaldoon which will normally be available every 18s as we need for rotation. Thankfully, the compound is twice as likely to explode as the colduoon deficiency, so the proper rotation can apply to the unique ness of the more intense burst or break than each other to ensure the use of rotation. The ability to crush or re-create the tiled force should be used
immediately before the crash or to ensure the ability is always free. Because of the kovedofin of every ability, they must be substituted that the first is swelled by the shock or break, then the power is crushed, and so on. The third and final key to understanding the rotation of the liver is the length of the surrounding blocks. The passive ability should ensure that the inactive force is 6 GCD kovaldoon, as well
as the force-crushed 12 GCD kovaldoon. That way, the basic As much as 6 GCD rottans that substitute between each other for the entire duration of any collision. فآ  �� اتاج  ایک  لامعتسا  اک  اناسر  -1  # لکیئاس شدرگ   GCD کیا  shockwave فاضا� ںیم  ناصقن  �س  فرط  یک  �ئل 5 ٪  �ک  �بلغ  رپ  سکورپ  ناصقن ،   ٪ 15 لیڈ +  روا  ٹارک ،  �س  �قیرط  راک  دوخ  کیا  �ئ�اچ ،  انو�  تفم  ٹھپ  او�  ٹھپ  یئو�  یتھڑب  اناسر + )  ) ٹھپ لعتشم  ںیم 

داففوب با  تیحالص ،  یک  ناصقن  رپوا  �س  بس  - لاتڑ� سوواروفسدکگ   4 �� اتو�   BurstForce �� او�  �فاضا  ںیم  ناصقن  �س  �جو  یک  راکپ  یک  گنج  �س  انٹیم  روا   �� اتسس  ت�ب  خیچ  سروف   ، �� ایگ  ایک  ررقم  �س  فرط  یک  رلف  - خیچ . The next growing burst is an auto-crash, promoting the Prox War Call/Force To Reduce the cost of the scream, not available in this GCD. Force-crushed-here is used to make a shockwave of time
for the next round, even if the next anger strike swells the prox anger. The cycle is used in the previous cycle of #2 in order to explode the burst burst in a shockwave so that they are forced to crush the #1 bicycle. , تیحالص یک  ناصقن  رپوا  �س  بس  یک  لاتڑ�  سوواروفسدکگ   4 �� اتاھڑب  ناصقن  �س  فرط  یک  �ئل 5 % �ک  �بلغ  سکورپ  ناصقن , % 15 ادوس +  روا  ٹارک , �س  �قیرط  راک  دوخ  کیا  �ئ�اچ , انو�  تفم  ٹھپ  یئو�  یتھڑب 

داففوب �س  فرط  یک  �لمح  اناسر  لعتشم  رپ  ںا�ی  اھت  ایگ  ایک  ںی�ن  لامعتسا  �ئل  �ک  لسن  �صغ  ںیم  کالب  سا  �ئل  �ک  گنارڈنسٹسروب  �س  بج  با  . An auto-craft on the Mattana-Prox is an automatic way to reduce the cost of damage/force in promoting pro-prox warfare. Satanic throwing or revenge action-if a utility gives you the ability to make the process available, then it can be used here in the opener, otherwise the re-
enforcement can be used here due to the additional anger provided by the resin. The pymally-free fuller, nothing that is normally available in this galaxy, for a target loss, the fundamental change has affected all the procus which also has to be missed. There are relatively few instances where it is more important than that, but in these cases your spammable alternative to any fillers. The sabar reflect (large
single target loss) - reflects the single target/strength/tech capabilities for 5s with a target. It works great for building risk too. Very heavy damage is best used for mechanics (for example, the scream of terrorism) which will otherwise shoot you. Be really careful about knowing when it will work you don't waste it (for example, HM S&amp;V cannot be heavily manually reflected because it is a loss). 1 minute
koldwon, so you can use it several times during the war. Sabar Ward (Mail/Damage)-50 increased defense by 50 lbs and reduced power/tech damage by 25% to 12 seconds. It also provides a second leather, blade dysentery, to enhance it by 100% to 2s. This is the best used during these damage stages, which can be a double-double, because it should cause you to trigger the most attacks for its own.
The 25% loss reduction is the icon on the cake, but the maximum use is focused on 50%/100% Promote. 2:30 Kovaldoon. The defense (continuous damage)-70 lbs when used under the health, 12 charges which will be used at a time are harmed to provide a small healing. Best use during the damage phase with very small damage (for example, the HM Fear Tank Challenge during the Palace Raptos). 10
second period, 1:30 kovaldwin (2:00 without utility). Pain tolerance (contrast)-You're s*t button, it provides a temporary self healing for 20s. Use it during the stages of heavy damage or when you know that treatment is really stressed but in some GCD s can heal you. 1 minute Kovaldoon. Crazy Dash (any large individual mechanics) increased the defense by 100 lbs during capacity. Leather time is difficult to
organize during a fight, but can be used to ignore different mechanics when appropriately. With the reflection of the patience, this large one-off damage makes the mechanics exceptionally strong in avoiding the scurvy. 45s Kovaldoon. Threatening (a loss)- Reduces your risk to 60 lbs to 15 seconds. This is best used during the stages of the Kovaldoon heavy damage. 45s Kovaldoon. EC Zaorn &amp; Toth-
All-Carclesek Tank-Double Destruction, Power Addition, Additionally The Worgata-Torretsek Kephess-Reflection Bubble (Reflections of the U.S.), Walker (while standing under it while being immune) T Related to the ---ScreamS&amp;V Thruster-Fire Bug AOES&amp;V Operation Chief TerminatorS&amp;V Fighters-SunderS&amp;V Stark-In-Parts-Asmani Power Attack, AOEKP UnloadKP-PuddlesDF
Blasts, Draxus Non-Tech Attacks, Guardian Thundering Explosions, Guardian CleaveDF-Ridewide RoarDF Corruptor Zero-Sin Laser, Missile, Attack'sDF Brontes-Orbs (Note DP Tirans--fire at the door (not the hell), although be very careful thisDP Raptus-Force executionDP Council-Burn Stage AOERavagagers Non-Safe Cartoon, Add Which Add torque-turrets, fire-wise, laser shot, Panel from Konkokbak
by The Stroktoonavargas Master/Blaster Rain By Penarvogars Cora/Ruugar---' Most Boss Atacastus Malaphar- -Memetas tos Revan--throwToS Sabar, HK Ear, Core Charge-Purple AoeToborro-Slim, CircleMonolith SWTOr First Talk of Instruction. © all relevant media used on this website are subject to copyright to their respective owners. The relevant media is used under fair use. Use.
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